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CONS P EC TU S

T he dramatic differences between the properties of molecules formed from the late
p-block elements of the first row of the periodic table (N�F) and those of the

corresponding elements in subsequent rows is well recognized as the first row anomaly.
Certain properties of the atoms, such as the relative energies and spatial extents of the
ns and np orbitals, can explain some of these differences, but not others.

In this Account, we summarize the results of our recent computational studies of
the halides of the late p-block elements. Our studies point to a single underlying cause
for many of these differences: the ability of the late p-block elements in the second and
subsequent rows of the periodic table to form recoupled pair bonds and recoupled pair
bond dyads with very electronegative ligands. Recoupled pair bonds form when an
electron in a singly occupied ligand orbital recouples the pair of electrons in a doubly
occupied lone pair orbital on the central atom, leading to a central atom-ligand bond.
Recoupled pair bond dyads occur when a second ligand forms a bond with the orbital left over from the initial recoupled pair bond.

Recoupled pair bonds and recoupled pair bond dyads enable the late p-block elements to form remarkably stable
hypervalent compounds such as PF5 and SF6 and lead to unexpected excited states in smaller halides of the late p-block
elements such as SF and SF2. Recoupled pair bonding also causes the Fn�1X�F bond energies to oscillate dramatically
once the normal valences of the central atoms have been satisfied. In addition, recoupled pair bonding provides a
lower-energy pathway for inversion in heavily fluorinated compounds (PF3 and PF2H, but not PH2F and PH3) and leads
to unusual intermediates and products in reactions involving halogens and late p-block element compounds, such as
(CH3)2S þ F2.

Although this Account focuses on the halides of the second row, late p-block elements, recoupled pair bonds and recoupled pair
bond dyads are important in the chemistry of p-block elements beyond the second row (As, Se, and Br) and for compounds of these
elements with other very electronegative ligands, such as OH and O. Knowledge of recoupled pair bonding is thus critical to
understanding the properties and reactivity of molecules containing the late p-block elements beyond the first row.

1. Introduction
The dramatic differences in the properties of molecules

formed from p-block elements in the first and subsequent

rows of the periodic table have long been recognized. In

Inorganic Chemistry, Third Edition, G. L. Miessler and D. A. Tarr1

state that:

The main group elements show the “first-row anomaly”

(counting the elements Li through Ne as the first row). Properties

of elements in this row are frequently significantly different from

properties of the other elements in the same group. (p. 245)

Some differences can be attributed to differences in the

properties of the atoms, for example, the relative energies

and spatial extents of the ns and np orbitals. Other differ-

ences cannot be so easily explained. These include:

• Hypervalent species that only exist for elements be-

yond the first row.

• Excited states that are absent or barely bound in first

row compounds.

• Variations in sequential (Fn�1X�F/Cl) bond energies.

• New transition states for molecular inversion.
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• Fast chemical reactions between closed shell molecules.

Musher2 and Kutzelnigg3 discussed some of the differ-

ences between the properties of the first and second row

elements. Our recent theoretical and computational studies

of the second rowhalides4�11 have shed further light on these

anomalies: all of theabovedifferences canbeexplainedby the

ability of the second row, late p-block elements to form a new

type of chemical bond;the recoupled pair bond. A recoupled

pair bond is formed when an electron in a singly occupied

ligand orbital recouples the pair of electrons in a formally

doubly occupied lone pair orbital on a central atom, forming a

central atom-ligand bond.

Although the focus in this Account is on the second row

halides, recoupled pair bonds are also found in third row

element halides4 and in molecules with other electronega-

tive ligands, for example, hydroxyl radical and oxygen

atom.12 Thus, knowledge of recoupled pair bonding is critical

to understanding the properties and reactivity of molecules

containing the late p-block elements beyond the first row.

Recoupled pair bonds also occur in the early p-block

elements. Beryllium cannot form bonds with monovalent

ligands unless its 2s2 pair is recoupled, while the 2s2 pairs of

boron and carbon must be recoupled to form di/tri- and tri/

tetravalent compounds, respectively. Goddard and co-

workers13,14 investigated recoupled pair bonding for these

elements, although they did not use this terminology. None-

theless, theirmodel of bonding in the early p-block elements

is essentially equivalent to the model described herein.

Recoupled pair bonds account for the bonding in early

p-block elements without the need for the ad hoc introduc-

tion of spn hybrids.15

2. Theoretical and Computational Details
Two strengths ofmodern quantum chemistry are the ability to

makeaccurate predictions of the properties ofmolecules using

highly correlated wave functions and the ability to explain the

trends in these properties using orbital-based theories.

Methodscapableofyieldinghighlyaccurate solutionsof the

electronic Schr€odinger equation have been employed in the

current studies;single-reference restricted singles and

doubles coupled cluster theory with perturbative triples

[CCSD(T), RCCSD(T)] and multireference configuration in-

teraction (MRCI) calculations based on complete active space

self-consistent field (CASSCF) wave functions with the quad-

ruples correction (þQ).16�19 Augmented correlation consistent

basis sets of quadruple-ζ (aug-cc-pVQZ) or better quality,

including sets augmentedwith tight d-functions for the second

row atoms, were used to ensure solutions close to the com-

plete basis set limit.20,21

Generalized valence bond (GVB)/spin-coupled valence

bond (SCVB) calculations provided invaluable insights into

the electronic structure and properties of the molecules

studied here.13,22,23 TheGVBwave function corrects themajor

deficiencies in valence bond (VB) and Hartree�Fock (HF) wave

functions and is usually the dominant component of a valence

CASSCF wave function.24,25 In the GVB wave function, the

orbitals vary continuously from theatomicor fragmentorbitals

at large separations to orbitals appropriate for themolecule as

the internuclear separation decreases. Similarly, the spin func-

tion changes to reflect the recoupling of the electrons in the

molecule. Here, we use the GVB wave function with strong

orthogonality (SO) constraints;GVB(SO);since this wave

function is closely related to the HF wave function, allowing

us to use familiar terms to explain the new bonding concepts

introduced in our work. All calculations were performed with

Molpro.26

3. Bonding with the Late p-Block Elements
The structures and energies of the low-lying states of the

halides of the second row, late p-block elements are deter-

mined by the interplay between the formation of covalent

and recoupled pair bonds. Here, we use the SFnmolecules to

illustrate this interplay. To understand the bonding in SFn
molecules, we build them by successive F atom additions:

SFn‑1 þ F f SFn. This approach provides unrivaled insights

into the nature of the bonding in these species. For a detailed

discussion of the electronic structure of the SFn molecules as

well as the other halides studied by our group to date;ClFn,

PFn, SFn‑1Cl, and SCln;see the original articles.4�11

3.1. Covalent and Recoupled Pair Bonds in SF. The

difference between covalent and recoupled pair bonds can

be illustrated by considering the ground (X2Π) and first

excited (a4Σ�) state of monosulfur monofluoride. The bond

in ground state SF is a covalent bond, while that in excited

state SF (SF*) is a recoupled pair bond. The orbital diagrams

for the ground and excited states of SF are given in Figure 1.

The S�F bond in the ground state is formed by singlet

coupling the electrons in the singly occupied S(3pz) and

F(2pz) orbitals, forming a classical Heitler�Londonbond pair.

The two GVB(SO) bonding orbitals are plotted in Figure 2. At

large internuclear separation (R = 3.5 Å), the two orbitals are

just S(3pz) and F(2pz) atomic orbitals. As R decreases, the

S(3pz) orbital polarizes toward and delocalizes onto the F

atom, increasing its overlap with the F(2pz) orbital and

building ionic SδþFδ� character into the wave function.
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The F(2pz) orbital is little affected bymolecular formation. At

the equilibrium internuclear separation (Re ≈ 1.6 Å), the SF

bond is clearly a polar covalent bond, reflecting the relative

electronegativities of sulfur and fluorine. The other valence

orbitals also change in important ways upon molecular

formation but are not discussed here.5

Based on the HF orbital diagram for SF* in Figure 1b, with

three electrons in σ orbitals, the resulting potential energy

curvemight be expected to be repulsive. This is not the case.

The calculated potential energy curves for the ground and

excited states of SF are plotted in Figure 3. Although the

calculated dissociation energy (De) for SF*, 36.2 kcal/mol, is

less than that for SF, 83.3 kcal/mol, it is still significant. In line

with the weak SF* bond, the calculated Re(SF*), 1.882 Å, is

significantly longer than that in SF, 1.601 Å.27

Three electrons and threeGVBorbitals are involved in the

formation of the bond in SF*; see Figures 1c and 4. In the

Hartree�Fock wave function, the S(3pz) orbital is doubly

occupied. In the GVB wave function, the 3pz
2 configuration

mixes in a 3dz2
2 configuration, resulting in a pair of S(3pz)

lobe orbitals: one polarized toward the incoming F atom

S(3pzþ), the other polarized away from the F atom S(3pz�);

see Figure 1c and the leftmost two orbitals (σR, σL) at the top

of Figure 4. As R decreases, this pair of orbitals shifts toward

the F atom, eventually becoming a very ionic SδþFδ� bond

pair. Simultaneously, the singly occupied orbital originally

on the F atom acquires S(3pz) character, building in anti-

bonding character (σ*). Since the S(3pzþ) and S(3pz�) orbital

pair is singlet coupled at large R and the polarized and

delocalized S(3pzþ) and F(2pz) orbital pair is singlet coupled

at short R, we refer to the SF* bond as a recoupled pair bond.

FIGURE 1. Orbital diagrams for the ground (X2Π) and first excited (a4Σ�) states of SF. Only the p orbitals and their occupancies (as dots) are shown.
Positive lobes are dark, and negative lobes light.

FIGURE 2. Plots of the GVB(SO) bonding orbitals for the ground (X2Π)
state of SF at selected internuclear separations R (left, Å). Re ≈ 1.6 Å.

FIGURE 3. Calculated potential energy curves for the ground (X2Π) and
first excited (a4Σ�) states of SF. Method: (MRCIþQ)/aug-cc-pV(Qþd)Z.

FIGURE 4. Plots of the three GVB(SO) orbitals involved in the recoupled
pair bond in the SF(a4Σ�) state at selected internuclear separations
R (left, in Å). Re ≈ 1.9 Å.
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Although the S(3pzþ,3pz�) lobeorbitals have3d character,

the 3d contribution is far smaller than required for a true

pd hybrid;just a few percent. As a result, the energy low-

ering is small (4.9 kcal/mol) and the overlap between the

S(3pz�,3pzþ) orbitals is high, 0.85. This has significant im-

plications for the formation of recoupled pair bonds involv-

ing late p-block elements:

• The S(3pzþ) and F(2pz) orbitals cannot strongly overlap to

formabondwithout simultaneouslyhavingahighoverlap

with the S(3pz�) orbital. Because of the Pauli Principle, this

leads to substantial antibonding character in the S(3pz�)

orbital as R decreases, resulting in a longer, weaker bond.

• The antibonding character in the S(3pz�) orbital is

minimized, and the strength of the SF bondmaximized,

if the bonding orbitals localize on the ligand at short R.

Thus, recoupled pair bonds are only formed in the late

p-bock elements with very electronegative ligands.

The above is a critical difference between recoupled pair

bonding in the early and late p-block elements. In the early

p-block elements, the 2s lobe orbitals are far more spatially

separated than the (3pzþ,3pz�) pair; for example, the overlap

between the C(2s�,2sþ) lobe orbitals is only 0.74.13 As a

result, recoupled pair bonds in the early p-block elements

can be formed with essentially any ligand.

3.2. RecoupledPair BondDyad in SF2.Adding fluorine to

SF and SF* leads to several low-lying states of SF2, one of

which is the SF2 ground state with two covalent bonds.

Another state, the a3B1 excited state of SF2 (SF2*), provides

an illustrative example of a recoupled pair bond dyad.

The ground state of SF2 arises by singlet coupling the

electrons in the singly occupied SF(3pπ) and F(2p) orbitals;

see Figure 5a. For this state, De(F�SF) is slightly larger than

that for SF, 91.0 vs 83.3 kcal/mol, but the bond lengths are

nearly the same, 1.592 vs 1.601 Å. The F�S�F bond angle is

close to that expected from forming a bond with the SF(3pπ)

orbital, 97.9�.27

The lowest lying excited state of SF2 (SF2*) arises fromFþ SF*

by singlet coupling the electrons in the singly occupied

F(2p) and SF(σ*) antibondingorbitals; see Figure 5b. Although

the resulting F�SF bond is a covalent bond, it is very

strong;106.6 kcal/mol, 70 kcal/mol stronger than in SF*

and nearly 16 kcal/mol stronger than F�SF. The bond length

is also markedly less than that in the SF* state;1.666 Å vs

1.882 Å;although it is still longer than that in the SF2
ground state (1.601 Å). As expected, the SF2*molecular state

has a nearly linear configuration, θe = 162.7�.
The reason for this remarkable change in bond strength

and length is illustrated in Figure 6, which plots the two GVB

orbitals involved in the bond as a function of the F�SF

distance. As R decreases, the σ* antibonding orbital localizes

more and more onto the incoming F atom. By the time Re is

reached, there is very little antibonding character remaining

in the orbital, resulting in a stronger, shorter bond. Because

of the unusual strength of this bond, SF2* is calculated to lie

only 32 kcal/mol above SF2.

The combination of a recoupled pair bond plus a covalent

bond involving the resulting antibonding orbital is called a

recoupled pair bond dyad. The dyad is the theoretical founda-

tion for the three-center, four-electron (3c-4e) bondmodel of

Rundle and Pimentel.28 However, there is a major concep-

tual difference between the twomodels;the (3c-4e) bond is

described as a delocalized entity, whereas the recoupled pair

FIGURE 5. Orbital diagrams for the low-lying states of SF2: (a) ground state SF2 (X
1A1), (b) excited state SF2* (a

3B1), and (c) excited state SF2** (b
3A2).

FIGURE 6. Plots of the GVB(SO) bonding orbitals for the F�SF(a4Σ�)
covalent bond in the SF2(a

3B1) state at selected internuclear separations
R (left, Å). Re ≈ 1.7 Å.
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bond dyad, which gives rise to the same dominant σb
2σnb

2

natural orbital configuration, is simply two very ionic, two-

electron bonds, in agreement with the detailed analysis by

Ponec et al.29 The wealth of new insights provided by the

recoupled pair bonding model (see above and below) also

suggests that it is far more useful than the (3c-4e) model.

Although the recoupled pair bond dyad is very stable, the

two bonds in the dyad are linked in a manner that two

covalent bonds are not;increasing the length of one of the

bonds dramatically decreases the strength of the remaining

bond.
3.3. Multiple Bonding Pathways in SF3. There are multi-

ple pathways for forming SF3 fromFþ SF2. Themost relevant

pathway is F þ SF2*. This pathway involves formation of a

covalent bond and predicts SF3 to have one covalent bond, a

recoupled pair bond dyad and a singly occupied S(3p)-like

orbital in addition to a doubly occupied S(3s)-like orbital.

This is consistent with the calculated ground state structure

of SF3 (see Figures 7a and 8) as well as the bond energy,

87.8 kcal/mol.

SF3 can also be formed from ground state SF2 and F. At

large F�SF2 distances, the electron in the singlyoccupied F(2p)

orbital begins to recouple the electrons in one of the SF2 lone

pair orbitals. However, as the distance decreases, the orbitals

rearrange to form the more favorable SF3 structure described

above.5 The energy of SF3 relative to SF2þ F is 56.0 kcal/mol.

3.4. Stable Hypervalent Molecule, SF4. SF4 is produced

from SF3 þ F by forming a covalent bond; see Figure 7b.

De(F3S�F) is 98.8 kcal/mol. The molecular structure of SF4 is

derived directly from that of SF3: it has a sawhorse structure

with the lengths of the covalent bonds (Re = 1.548 Å) and

recoupled pair bond dyad (Re = 1.645 Å) differing from those

in SF3 by only 0.01�0.02 Å. The bond angle between the

equatorial F atoms is 101.4� and that between the axial F

atoms is 172.1� (163.4� in SF3).
27

3.5. Formation of SF5 and the Stable Hypervalent

Molecule, SF6. Formation of SF5 and SF6 follows the princi-

ples outlined above with one distinction;in these mole-

cules, the S(3s2)-like lone pairmust be recoupled. SF5 has two

recoupled pair bond dyads and a covalent bond.De(F4S�F) is

41.1 kcal/mol and the Re's are 1.540 Å (covalent bond) and

1.595Å (recoupled pair bond dyads). The F5S�F bondenergy

is the largest computed for SFn, 109.2 kcal/mol. SF6 has three

recoupled pair bond dyads, with Re = 1.561 Å.27

3.6. Structures of XFn. The calculated structures of PFn,

SFn, and ClFn are given in Figure 8. The interplay of covalent

and recoupled pair bonds and dyads is clearly evident.

3.7. Hypervalency. Hypervalency was introduced by

Musher,2 who defined it as “molecules and ions formed by

elements in Groups V�VIII of the periodic table in any of

their valences other than their lowest stable chemical va-

lence of 3, 2, 1, and 0 respectively.” However, the concept of

hypervalency has had a contentious history. This is largely a

result of the ambiguity of assigning electrons to atoms,

resulting in apparent violations of the octet rule; seeMcGrady

and Steed.30 To bypass this problem, Schleyer31 intro-

duced the term hypercoordinate to describe hypervalent

compounds, “... as this provided an empirical characteriza-

tion of their experimentally observed molecular structures

without the necessity of having to endorse a particular view

concerning the theoretical description of their electronic

bonding.” As seen above, expanding the number of ligands

beyond the nominal valence of the atoms follows naturally

from the ability of the elements in the second row and

beyond to form recoupled pair bonds combined with the

remarkable stability of the recoupled pair bond dyad.

4. Impact of Recoupled Pair Bonding on the
Halides of the Second Row, Late p-Block
Elements
With the above as background, we are now in a position to

consider the anomalous properties of the halides of the late

FIGURE 7. Schematic orbital diagrams for (a) SF3 and (b) SF4.

FIGURE 8. Calculated molecular structures of the ground states of the
fluorides of phosphorus (top), sulfur (middle), and chlorine (bottom).
Method: [CCSD(T),RCCSD(T)]/aug-cc-pV(Qþd)Z.
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p-block elements noted in the Introduction. For a more

detailed discussion, see refs 4�11.

4.1. Low-Lying Excited States. Recoupled pair bonds can

occur inmolecules with normal valence, but in excited states

of these species. The SF*(a4Σ�) state is one example of such

an excited state; recoupled pair bonding also gives rise to the

other bound low-lying SF excited states in Figure 9. In fact, the

orbital configurations for all three states are identical (σ*π2)

with the differences being in the electron spin couplings:

The 4Σ� and 2Σ� states have the electrons in theπorbitals

coupled into a triplet (vv), with the electron in the σ* orbital

coupledwith this triplet pair as either high spin (v; 4Σ�) or low

spin (V; 2Σ�). These states arise from the S(3P)þ F(2P) limit. The
2Δ state, which has the electrons in the π orbitals coupled

into a singlet (vV), arises from the S(1D)þ F(2P) limit, but there

is an avoided crossing with the repulsive 2Δ state arising

from the ground state limit, resulting in the observed hump

in the potential energy curve. There are also higher lying

excited states with recoupled pair bonds.

There are also a number of other low-lying bound states

in SF2 with recoupled pair bonds. The SF2**(
3A2) state arises

when the F atom approaches the doubly occupied 3pπ-like

orbital of SF (see Figure 5c), forming a recoupled pair bond.

The calculated bond length is longer than that in the ground

state, 1.656 vs 1.592 Å, and the bond angle is 83.1�. The
calculated bond energy is 41.0 kcal/mol, and excitation

energy, Te(b
3A2), is 52.0 kcal/mol.

Excited states with recoupled pair bonds also arise in the

other molecules we studied;4�11 these are summarized in

Figure 10. In SFCl, recoupled pair bonding led to a state

exhibiting bond length isomerism.8,11 However, the barriers

between the isomers are so small that the presence of the

FIGURE 9. Calculated potential energy curves for the low-lying states of (a) OF and (b) SF. Method: (MRCIþQ)/aug-cc-pV(Qþd)Z.

FIGURE 10. Calculated [CCSD(T)/RCCSD(T)] energy level diagram for
selected low-lying excited states inXF andXF2. All but the PF(

1Δ) state have
recoupled pair bonds. Method: [CCSD(T),RCCSD(T)]/aug-cc-pV(Qþd)Z.
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isomers will only be signaled by complicated vibrational

structure in the electronic spectra of SFCl.

Themodel also accounts for the absence of hypervalency

for first row compounds. As can be seen in Figure 9, the

potential energy curve for the a4Σ� state inOF is only slightly

bound, De = 11.0 kcal/mol.4 This state is an example of

frustrated recoupled pair bonding. The small difference in the

electronegativities of the F andO atoms prevents the F atom

from completely recoupling the electrons in the O(2pz
2) pair,

leading to a very weakly bound excited state.

4.2. Bond Energy Variations. The interplay between

covalent and recoupled pair bonding in the halides of the

late p-block elements profoundly affects the energetics of

thesemolecules. There is a steady increase in the strength of

the covalent bonds until the maximum number of covalent

bonds has been formed. The next bond is a recoupled pair

bond, with covalent and recoupled pair bonds alternating

thereafter. Imposed on the dramatic covalent�recoupled

pair bond variations are more subtle variations associated

with rearrangements of the bonding pairs caused by the

strength of the recoupled pair bond dyad (ala SF3). These

trends are illustrated in Figure 11 for PFn, SFn, and ClFn. These

same trends have been noted and discussed in terms of

adiabatic and diabatic bond energies by Grant et al.32

4.3. InversionPathways.An importantprocess inpyramidal

molecules suchas ammonia (NH3) is inversion throughaplanar

D3h configuration. In NH3 the barrier is very low (5 kcal/mol).

NF3 and PH3 also invert through a D3h structure, although in

this case the barriers are quite high.33�35 As reported and

validated by Dixon and co-workers,36�38 the saddle point for

inversion of PF3 is a planar, T-shaped C2v configuration rather

than the D3h transition state found in NH3, NF3, and PH3. The

T-shaped transition state in PF3 lies ∼54 kcal/mol above the

pyramidal ground state.31

A number of papers have been published attempting to

explain the anomalous geometry of the transition state for

inversion in PF3 and othermolecules.39,40 The reason is now

clear;the T-shaped PF3 transition state has a recoupled pair

bond dyad,7 thereby avoiding the repulsive interactions

associated with the doubly occupied P(3pπ2)-like orbital in

the D3h transition state. The F�P�F moiety in the T-shaped

transition state is nearly identical to that found in PF2(A
2Π),

which also has a recoupled bond pair dyad; see Figure 12. The

length of the covalent bond in the PF3 transition state, 1.561Å,

differs little from that in the ground state of PF3, 1.567 Å.
Dixonet al.31 found the transition state for inversion inPF2H

also has a planar, T-shaped C2v structure, but the transition

states for PH2F and PH3 haveD3h-like structures. The only way

to form a strong recoupled pair dyad with a late p-block

element is with two very electronegative ligands. So, it is

possible to form a recoupled pair bond dyad in the transition

state of PF2H but not in PH2F or PH3.
4.4. Chemical Reactions. Reactions of compounds of the

second row, latep-blockelementsdiffermarkedly fromthoseof

the first row.41 Although the studies reported in ref 41 illustrate

the importance of hypervalency in chemical reactions, they

provide few detailed insights into the role of recoupled pair

bonding in chemical reactivity. Recently, Lu and co-workers42,43

reported molecular beam and computational studies of the

reaction of F2with dimethyl sulfide, (CH3)2S, that have begun to

shed light on this question. There are two channels for this

reaction:

(CH3)2Sþ F2 f [(CH3)2S� F� F]† f CH2S(F)CH3 þHF

(1a)

f [(CH3)2S� F� F]† f (CH3)2SFþ F (1b)

Reaction 1a occurs at very low energies, indicating a

FIGURE 11. Variations in calculated sequential bond energies for the
fluorides of P, S, and Cl. Method: [CCSD(T),RCCSD(T)]/aug-cc-pV(Qþd)Z.

FIGURE 12. Calculated [CCSD(T)/RCCSD(T)] equilibrium structures of (a)
excited 2Π state of PF2 and (b) T-shaped transition state for inversion of
PF3. Method: [CCSD(T),RCCSD(T)]/aug-cc-pV(Qþd)Z.
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barrierless reaction. Reaction 1b occurs as soon as the

energy of the two reactants exceeds the endothermicity

of the reaction. This is a most unusual finding for a

reaction involving two closed shell molecules. Calcula-

tions by Lu and co-workers, showed that the reaction

proceeded through a (CH3)2S�F�F intermediate.
Recoupled pair bonds are key to the (CH3)2S þ F2

reaction.44 They account for the stability of the sulfur pro-

ducts, CH2S(F)CH3 and (CH3)2SF, as well as the (CH3)2S�F�F

intermediate. The bonding in (CH3)2S�F is straightforward: F

forms a recoupled pair bond with one of the sulfur lone pair

orbitals. As expected from calculations on the SF*(a4Σ�) state,

the SF bond is weak (33.4 kcal/mol) and long (2.00 Å).40�42

Bonding in the (CH3)2S�F�F intermediate and CH2S(F)CH3

product is most unusual. In the intermediate, the bond

between the F atoms arises from singlet coupling the elec-

trons in the singly occupied antibonding orbital of (CH3)2SF

and the singly occupied orbital on the outer F atom; see

Figure 13 (top). The SF antibonding orbital has only a small

amplitude on the central F atom. As a result, the overlap

between theantibondingorbital andouter F(2p) orbital is very

small, S = 0.22, and the resulting F�F bond is veryweak (10.9

kcal/mol) and long (1.78 vs 1.41 Å in F2).
42,44

In the CH2S(F)CH3 product, a ylide, there is a double bond

between CH2 and S. The C�S σ bond is a normal covalent

bond between carbon and sulfur. The π-like bond, on the

other hand, results from singlet coupling the electrons in the

singly occupied radical orbital on CH2 and the singly occu-

pied antibonding orbital from the SF recoupled pair bond;

see Figure 13 (bottom);an unusual type of recoupled pair

bond dyad. CH2S(F)CH3 is calculated to lie 76�81 kcal/mol

below the reactants.40�42,44

5. Conclusions
In this Account, we have shown that the ability of the late

p-block elements, specifically, P, S, and Cl, to form recoupled

pair bonds and recoupled pair bond dyads with halogens

explains many aspects of anomalous behavior of these

species. Specifically, these bonds are responsible for:

• Stability of hypervalent molecules. PF4, PF5, SF3, SF4, ClF2,

ClF3, and ClF4 have one recoupled pair bond dyad; SF5
and ClF5 have two; and SF6 has three.

• Common structural elements. Recoupled bond pair dyads

favor near linear configurations, while covalent bonds

favor 90� bond angles. Recoupled pair bonds aremuch

longer than covalent bonds, but the differences are far

smaller for dyads.

• Variations in bond energies. Bond strengths increase

slightly until the nominal valence is satisfied. Thereafter,

recoupled pair and polar covalent bonds alternate;

one weak, the other strong.

• Unexpected excited states. Additional bound excited

states with recoupled pair bonds are found, even in

molecules with normal valence.

• New transition states for inversion. Heavily fluorinated,

tricoordinated compounds of late p-block elements

invert through a T-shaped transition state, the stability

of which is a result of a recoupled pair bond dyad.

• Newpathways for chemical reactions. Recoupledpair bonds

lead to new pathways for reactions of late p-block com-

pounds with very electronegative reactants.

Although this Account focusedon thehalides of the second

row, late p-block elements, it is clear that recoupled pair bonds

are important in the chemistry of p-block elements beyond

the second row, for example, As, Se, and Br, as well as in late

p-block compounds with other very electronegative ligands,

for example, OHandO. Knowledge of recoupled pair bonding

is critical to understanding the properties of molecules con-

taining the late p-block elements beyond the first row.
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